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T H REE-BRAINED

BEINGS

G. I. Gurdjieff constantly emphasized an
idea that a t first glance seems strange: we
are three-brained beings. Yet this idea is now
important in modem growth psychologies.
When we think of the brain we usually see
that physical organ in our heads whose function
is to think.
Thinking is a logical process,
and we obviously have one thinking brain, so
what could a three-brained being be?
"Brain" does indeed mean an organ o r process
that "thinks," but let us consider what
"thinking" means in a general sense. Thinking
usually starts with perception: you take in
information so you have something to think
about. (Perception itself is not a simple act
when you consider the ways we have been conditioned to automatically perceive in culturally
approved ways, but we'll leave it simple for
now.) Then thinking starts working over this
input data: you look for patterns in it, compare it with other information you already have
in your memory, and often qpply some logic to
it.
This finally results in some conclusions
being reached.
O u r error is in limiting our idea of thinking to the intellectual kind. There are
actually many kinds.
Because the word
"thinking" has such strong connotations of
intellectual activity, I shall use "evaluation"
from now on as a more general term for the ways
we process information and arrive a t decisions.
G d j i e f f t s concept of man as a three-brained
being, then,
specifies that there are three
major types of evaluation: intellectual, as we
ordinarily conceive of it, emotional, and
bodilylinstinc tive.
There are modem neuroana tom ical parallels
to this idea. Although not exactly the same,
MacLeanls idea of the triune organization of
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the brain into reptilian, old mammalian, and
new mam malian divisions, corresponding roughly
to brain stem plus reticular activating system,
the limbic cortex, and the neocortex, has many
similarities.
We directly live our psychology,
though, not our brain processes, so while 1'11
continue to use the word "brain," you need not
be particularly concerned with the anatomy of
the physical brain.
Emotional and instinctual evaluation? Aren't
emotions something more "primitive" than logical, intellectual thought, something that often
interferes with logical thought?
Aren't instincts even more "primitive?"
Yes, in an evolutionary sense: lower animals
are one- or two-brained beings compared to us,
not possessing the intellectual brain we have.
And yes in a practical sense: many people's
emotional brains and bodilylinstinc tive brains
are indeed in a primitive state compared to
their intellectual brains. But, both emotional
evaluation and bodilylinstinc tive evaluation
could be developed and educated to as high a
level, in their special ways, as intellectual
thought. Indeed, some people have highly developed emotional brains - but usually their
intellectual and bodilylinstinctive brains are
greatly underdeveloped. Some people have highly developed bodilylinstinctive brains - but
are usually poorly developed in intellectual
and emotional evaluation.
This lack of
balanced development of all three types of
evaluation processes is a major cause of human
suffering.
The Horse, Carriage and Driver
There is an Eastem parable of the horse,
carriage, and driver that richly illustrates
our nature as three-brained beings and the
problems resulting from poor development of
each and from imbalance.
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Imagine a horse, carriage, and driver. Together they comprise a transportation and support system for taking a potential passenger,
the Master, where he or she wants to go. The
carriage provides the physical support for
conveying the Master comfortably and efficiently, the horse provides the motive power,
and the driver provides the practical knowledge
for guiding the system to the Master's destination. The horse, carriage, and driver should
be ready to go whenever the Master appears and
wishes to go somewhere. Typically, though, the
system does not function well.
The driver frequently lets the carriage sit
out in the rain and snow when it should be
garaged, so many parts are rusty or rotting.
Maintenance has been poor, parts need replacement, and hazards to safe travel are present.
Lack of proper usage has created further deterioration. The carriage has a built in selflubrication system, for example, so that the
bumps of the road pump the lubricants about,
but having sat still for long periods, many
joints and parts are frozen and rusted. Its
appearance has become shabby and m a t trac tive.
The kind of "feel" for the road, important for
safe and efficient driving, that would come
from a well balanced and maintained carriage is
distorted by its poor 'condition.
The horse spends too much time harnessed to
the carriage, out in the hot sun or rain and
snow, when he should be in the stable. The
driver doesn't pay enough attention to the
horse's diet, so his feed is poor and he suffers from nutritional deficiency diseases.
Sometimes he is neglected and not fed at all
for long periods and starves, a t other times he
is given too much rich food. Sometimes he is
groomed and cared for lovingly, other times the
driver abuses and whips the horse for no apparent reason. A s a result the horse is unpredictable and neurotic, sometimes pulling the
carriage too powerfully and rashly, a t other
times refusing to go, sometimes obeying the
commands of the driver, sometimes trying to
bite him.
The driver should be nearby, ready to leap
to the box a t the Master's appearance, prepared
to guide the horse and carriage to the destination the Master commands. The driver is also
responsible for the maintenance of the horse
and carriage.
Typically, though, the driver
has wandered off to a tavern and has gotten
drunk with a bunch of other drivers. They are
shouting and fighting, getting sentimental, and
swapping exaggerations and lies about wonderful
(but largely imaginary) journeys they have
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taken, or the powerful Masters they like to
imagine they are serving or will serve.
In the midst of this perpetual, drunken
"party" the driver often does not hear the
Master's call to come to the carnage, harness
the horse, and take the Master to his destination.
On those occasions when the call is
heard, the drunken performance of the driver is
more likely to get the carriage stuck or crash
it than to safely and swiftly con;ey the Master
to his destination.
Is it any wonder that the Master seldom even
tries to use the horse, carriage, and driver?
O r that the driver, in his moments of partial
sobriety, feels that a vaguely grasped but
important mission in his life is not being
fulfilled? That the horse is full of resentment and fitful alternations of anger and
despair?
There are frequent partial exceptions to the
above state of affairs. Sometimes the driver
is fairly sober and intelligent, but in spite
of his intentions to obey the Master, the
driver can't get far with his neurotic, halfstarved horse and broken down carriage. Sometimes there is a magnificent, well-fed, power
ful and obedient horse hitched to the carriage,
but with the defective brakes on the carriage
locked half the time and the driver stupid and
drunk, the journey may be exciting but end up
nowhere. Sometimes the carriage is of magnificent appearance and comfort, and meticulously
maintained, but with the drunken driver and
halfstawed horse it provides only a plush
ride to nowhere.
The carriage is our physical body.
The
horse is our emotions. The driver is our intellectual mind. The Master is what we could
become if we provided for the development of
our higher nature.

a

Bodies

Our physical bodies are often badly neglected in modern times. Most of us in our culture
can easily get enough to eat, yet we often eat
poorly balanced diets, or diets that try to
slim us into the current anorexic fashion,
rather than listening to our body's essential
needs. Too often the external appearance of
our bodies with respect to the current fashions
of beauty gets far more attention than questions about their basic soundness, until illness temporarily gets our attention. Proper
evaluation by the bodilylinstinctive brain
could alert us to the more easily treated early
beginnings of illness.

@
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Our bodies were designed to move and work,
to operate the carriage's "self-lubrication"
system, but the height of "success" for most
people in our culture has long been sitting
behind a desk all day and doing no physical
work whatsoever.
Physical laborers usually
have the lowest prestige in our culture. The
current popularity of jogging and other physical fitness sports is some improvement. We a t
least get some needed exercise, even if imbalt y exercise
anced. Let us hope the ~ o ~ u l a r iof
lasts.
Depression is com mon tocday. If a middleaged, sedentary person comes in to a psychotherapist
complaining of depression, an
interesting argument could be made that he
should immediately be referred to a physical
fitness program instead of being given psycchotherapy. After all, the patient is neglec ting
_
his body in the most fundamental way, and m edical knowledge tells us there is a high probability that he will consequently be sicker than
he needs to be and will probably die years
sooner than he otherwise might. He should be
depress
! he still has complaints after
good physical condition, then
$?~ftllC1 dpy might be worthwhile.
L

~~~
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this specialized development exacts a high
price.
Sometimes this athletic development
develops into an overall concern with "feeling"
what the body has to say in general, to using
it fully and intelligently in many areas of
life.
The Oriental martial arts known as
"internal" arts, like Tai Chi or Aikido, are
good examples of this, emphasizing intelligent
sensing with the body and intelligent flow of
movement rather than brute stt-ength. Developing the bodylinstinctive brain also leads to
the development of a special kind of will
power, one that does not depend on the push of
strong emotional desire to win or insensitive
stubbornness, but on steadiness, skillfullness
and clarity of intent.
To those of us whose
body/instinctive brains are poorly developed,
the fieats of skill in such martial arts often
seem miraculous.
Bodylinstinc tive development, aside from
siJe~1alizedathletic training,
is not simply
neglected in our culture, it is often badly
distorted. A sense of shame about the body is
of ten inculcated in infancy or childhood: "You
are a dirty child! Shame! Look what you've
done!"
Psychoanalytic findings suggest this
can begin at the earliest stages of life, with
parents rejecting the na t u r d bodily functions
of infants.
Explicit cultural teachings may
reinforce this rejection of the body, as in
some Christian ideas that the body and its
A general
functions are inherently sinful.
rejection of bodilylinstinctive function can
persist unconsciously into adulthood, so we not
only haven't developed this kind of evaluation
to higher levels, we reject the information it
is already providing. Too, the reactions we
form against this rejection, such as compulsive
body building or compulsive sexuality, often
are just as pathological.
My experience is that the bodylinstinc tive
brain evaluates reality and expresses many of
its conclusions in the form of sensations and
feelin~ g sin 1the body. If you don't pay attention 1to your body because it is rejected, or if
- -.vou
,- - a~uroma~ically
misinterpret all body sensations as sinful, you can't get the message of
the bodylinstinctive brain.
-.A

L

Emotions
We do have some Ixople who have developed
their bodily/insnnc~ive intelligence, although
usually in a specialized way:
athletes. In
order to win, selected aspects of strength,
coordination, and bodilylinstinctive intelligence have been pushed to high levels. Often
.-A:-

-A:.

Our emotional brain provides the power, the
motivation in life, the force to move us and
the joy of being alive. It evaluates reality
all the time:
I like this, I dislike that.
This is appealing, that is repellent. This is
worth
that 1s boring D r wron
(
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When we go to school we are required to take
innumerable courses designed to develop our
intellectual intelligence, and even a few physical education courses to develop specialized
aspects of our bodylinstinc tive intelligence.
But there is an almost total lack of any education of our emotional brains. For those of us
who were not born with exceptional emotional
talent and sensitivity, or whose lives forced
us to develop and refine our emotional sensitivities, our emotional brain remains largely a t
the .level of an untrained idiot.
A s we have seen in earlier issues, though,
our emotional functioning can be so seriously
distorted that we usually end not just as emotional idiots but as neurotic emotional idiots.
We were frequently starved for love when we
needed it, a t other times given lots of it for
no apparent reason. Often we had to change
ourselves to buy love, even while being told i t
was being freely given.
Our feelings were
often invalidated - "You don't really feel like
that! - by parents and other authorities. Innumerable times we were told what we should
feel, as well as having our genuine, essential
feelings invalidated.
The quality of emotion and emotional attention given us was often poor, so we developed
emotional deficiency diseases, analogous to
physical nutritional deficiency diseases. Like
the halfstawed, diseased, erratically treated
horse, we crave feelings and fear them.
We
get carried away by powerful feelings some
times and can't get up any motivation to go
other times. We want love and attention and
kindness and we fear it. Sometimes we bite the
hand that feeds us.
Certainly we give the
carriage and driver, our body and intellectual
mind, an unreliable and often frightening ride
through life.
Intellect
In the parable, the driver was drunk, a good
description for the intoxication with ideas
that results from overdevelopment and unbalanced dominance of the intellectual brain.
Operational thinking, the technical term for
the ability to visualize, to simulate the
world, to imagine "What would happen if...", is
one of our greatest talents. When such extrapolation and simulation is not modulated by the
evaluations of the emotional and bodylinstinctive brains, however, the intellectual brain
gets carried away with its own simulations, its
own fantasies. A clever simulation is rewarding in and of itself, and one clever thought
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leads to another, so we get drunk on our ideas
of reality.
operational thinking requires the use of
logic. A major problem with intellectual functioning in our society, though, is the use of
"logic" in the singular, our implicit belief
that there is only one, correct, logical way of
evaluating. Philosophically we now understand
that there are many systems of logic, and each
one is arbitrary.
A system of logic is created by making some
assumptions. You can assume anything you want
to. To use a logic we are all familiar with,
geometry, consider the idea that parallel lines
stay the same distance apart, no matter how far
we extend them. This is one of the "axioms,"
basic assumptions, of ordinary, Euclidian geometry, the kind of geometry taught in high
school. But it's obviously true, isn't it?

"True" is a powerful word, with its absolute
qualities. It's too powerful. What we actually know is that this Euclidian assumption produces practical results in many ordinary world
situations. This is its truth value. There is
also a geometry, though, that assumes that as
parallel lines are extended to infinity they
get infinitesimally closer and closer, until
they meet a t infinity. There is a third geometry that assumes parallel lines slowly diverge
as they are infinitely extended until they are
infinitely far apart! These different geom etries are useful to mathematicians and of practical value in space navigation.
Are these
other two geometries "true?" Yes, just as true
as Euclidian geometry, if you apply them appropriately.
Which of the three is "really" true? Well,
who could actually extend any parallel lines to
infinity to find out? The basic point is that
our intellectual functioning is limited and
warped when we believe there is only one true
logic. To actually know a system of logic and
use it correctly is one of the greatest human
talents. To further know when that system of
logic in inappropriate and not use it is an
even greater talent. Then we are able to con-
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ider using a more appropriate system of logic.
s includes not only other intellectual
logics, but the logics of the emotional brain
and the bodylinstinctive brain.
Further, it is important to realize that
the ideas we get drunk on are often contaminated moonshine: the actual logic we use is
often applied in a sloppy and incorrect way
given the rules and assumptions of the logic,
which puts our simulations of reality, our
ideas about what is, even farther out of touch.
Rationalization, discussed below, also frequently replaces real logic.
BodyIInstinc tive, Emotional,
and Intellectual Man

Any given person is likely to have one 4
three brains developed strongly while tl
her two are weak andlor badly distorted
thleir functioning. It is useful to character
izt such a person by his dominant mode of
evaluation, even though all three modes func. . to some extent.
tlon
Gurdjieff called a person dominated by his
bodylinstinctive functioning as Man Number 1, a
e r s o n dominated by his emotional functioning
Man Number 2, and a person dominated by
tellectual functioning as Man Number 3. An
olved person who had all three modes funcming well and interacting harmoniously was
lled Man Number 4.
I find this particular terminology leads to
some confusion, though, for our habitual u n d e r
standing of numbers implies that Man Number 3
is more evolved than Man Number 2 or 1 and that
Man Number 2 is more evolved than Man Number 1.
In fact any of the three types is just as
unevolved as the others. To avoid this misleading implication we shall speak of
BodylInstinctive Man, Emotional Man, and Intellectual Man. Man Number 4, Balanced Man, is
definitely evolved beyond the other three
tyl
;

n One Brain Does nnother's Work
Besides the unbalanced level of development
of the three brains, another problem G d j i e f f
pointed out was one brain inappropriately doing
the work of another.
An emotional problem may be evaluated and
ndled by the intellectual brain, for example.
Instead of emotionally perceiving, comparing,
evaluating it you intellectually think about
it. Since intellect cannot fully grasp e m v
tional knowledge, the problem cannot t

a
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adequately handled. Indeed it may be badly
distorted because intellectual thoughts about
feelings may misrepresent them , unconscious
defense mechanisms have deliberately distorted
the intellectual representation of the emotion.
As an example, my wife, who is a nurse
specializing in neonatology, once told me about
a premature infant who had died on her shift.
I felt a little sadness, said a* sympathetic
word, and put the matter out of my mind. A
minute later I noticed that I had suddenly
developed a headache. The news of the infant's
death had actually touched me deeply, had been
fully received and evaluated by my emotional
brain, but my intellectual brain, preoccupied
with its plans for the day, had handled it
intellectually instead of allowing my emotional
rain to work properly. The resulting i n t e r
Eerence by the head with the heart resulted in
3n appropriate heartache being replaced by an
inappropriate headache.
Further, an intellectual response to a feelmg communication from another may be seen as a
personal rejection. A s one who has always been
overly intellectual, for example, I have had
many instances where others have become angry
at me for being "shallow," for not having and
sharing an emotional response to their emotional com munication.
Rationalization, one of our main defense
mechanisms, is a common example of emotion
interfering with thought.
It interferes because the emotion is not recognized as an emotion which should be evaluated by the emotional
brain, but is confused or mistaken for an intellec tual thought.
Handling an intellectual problem with the
emotional brain, on the other hand, can be just
as disastrous.
Finding the solution may require rigorous and prolonged intellectual
logic: having a reaction of "I don't like it,"
or "It makes me angry!" that inhibits further
thought is of no help.
Bodylinstinctive problems can likewise be
wrongly handled by other brains. As an Intellectual Man this was difficult for me to under
stand, and did not become clear until I began
studying the Japanese self-defense art of
Aikido in 1971. My instructor, Alan Grow, held
a black belt in Aikido, an honor which must be
earned by many years of practice and demonstrated accomplishment. Alan did not talk much
about Aikido: he taught by doing and demonstrating.
I found that within two weeks I
could give a marvelous verbal description of
the nature and philosophy of Ailudo, the prin:iples behmd its techniques, and its relation-
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ship to other systems of thought. But I kept
noticing something: Alan could throw me across
the room with what seemed a flick of his finger, whereas I could hardly walk across the mat
without wobbling!
In spite of this constant reminder that
Aihdo was not words, I spent two years trying
to learn Aikido the way I had succeeded in most
other areas of life, with words and thoughts.
Left foot here, right foot there, move forward
and to the side as the punch comes in, keep my
back straight, feel consciousness centered in
my belly, visualize energy flowing out in front
of me, right hand up and around, visualize the
energy of the strike and blend with it, etc.,
etc., etc.!
It didn't work well: my Aikido was clumsy
and unnatural, as well as laborious. Finally I
discovered a way of sitting still and watching
the demonstration of a technique "with my
body," with few or no words. I began learning
from a whole new perspective. My bodylinstinctive brain was now handling my body, and was
far better at it than my intellectual brain.
The bodylinstinctive brain can also wrongly
handle the work of other brains. A person who
acts out his feelings with no regard to the
consequences, hitting others whenever he gets
Psychosomatic
angry, e.g., gets in trouble.
illness is another example: what should have
been evaluated and handled on a feeling level
gets displaced to a bodily level.
Note that i t is not always inappropriate for
one brain to do the work of another, a t least
if you know what you are doing. In my wife's
nursing work, for example, she of ten must inhibit a full emotional brain evaluation and reaction to a patient because the effective
response which will save the patient's life
requires highly developed intellectual, technological skills that would be impaired by emotions. The key is howing what you're doing,
rather than having the interactions of the
three brains run on automated habit and unconscious processes, and in developing skilled and
balanced use of all three brains. In terms of
the parable, the next higher stage of evolution
comes when the Master begins to use the c a r
riage for the purposes of Masters.
The Four Ways
Specializing in the development of any one
of these brains can lead to extraordinary
G d j i e f f spoke of them as Ways,
growth.
I
suited to particular types of persons.
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believe development on any of these ways
generally preferable to no development at all.
The First Way is the way of the body, typified by the "fakir" in Indian cultures, and
perhaps sometimes approached in championship
athletic training in our culture.
The term
fakir is often used loosely to indicate any
kind of beggar or traveling holy man, but Gur
djieff used it more precisely for those who
have developed extraordinary control over their
body.
He described a fakir he had seen in
India, for example, who had been standing in
front of a temple on his toes and fingertips
for decades. His body was permanently stiffened in that position, so that his disciples
had to carry him to the river, to wash him as if
he were an inanimate object. A terrible fate,
it seems, and Gutdjieff would agree, but think
of the incredible will and discipline it took
for that man to keep practicing and practicing,
ignoring pain, the weather, onlookers, his
hopes and fears, and will himself to maintaln
that posture.
Any Way by itself may produce marvelous, but
useless results. The fakir develops incredible
will, but to what end? We get a monomaniacal
development, extraordinary results at a pric
of extraordinary narrowing. G d j i e f f claime
though that if such a fakir was helped by
someone on one of the other Ways, he might be
able to end the fanatic devotion to bodily
control and apply that will power to developing
his other brains.
The Second Way is that of the Monk, the
emotional, religious way.
Fervent prayer,
faith, devotion, deep longing and ecstatic
devotion are the keys. Emotional functioning
must be extremely developed. Although fakirs
generally learn from individual fakirs they
become attached to, the Way of the Monk is
usually pursued in organized schools, monastaries full of people devoted to religion. Emotional intensity is developed to a very high
degree, hopefully along with emotional intelligence. The intense emotions become a driving
force, the horse of our parable, that can make
extraordinary results possible, including, according to Gutdjieff, the development of
psychic abilities.
This fits the fact that
intense emotions are often the triggers for
psychic events in everyday life.
A s with the First Way, the results can b
extraodinary, reaching some of the greates
heights of human possibilities. They can also
be unbalanced and useless, producing what Gutdjieff termed a "stupid saint," someone who
manifests "miracles" that are not really help-
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1. Imagine, for example, a "saint" who cures
?uplets
infertility by prayer, in a country
here people already starve because of o v e r
mpulation!
The Third Way is the Way of the Yogi, the
velopment of intellect and insight into the
man condition through the cultivation of
tered states of consciousness. A s we discusd in the article on Altered States of
~nsciousnessand the Search for Enlightenment
he Open Mind, January 1985), the stateecific knowledge available only in some alred states of consciousness is essential for
- -1
.1 human development, so the ability to enter
an~d intelligently function in various altered
st;ates is a tremendous accomplishment. The
Y c)gi can know essential and vital things about
lif 'e which must forever remain "secrets"
those of us who cannot enter those states.
In the extreme, this way can produce a "we;
~gi,"someone who knows what must be done but
~esn'thave the motivation and/or the will to
tually accomplish much. Being an professor,
am always particularly struck (and a little
ightened) by this concept, as I am surrounded
colleagues who have marvelous insights into
'e but make a mess of it anyway fo; lack of
dylinstinctive and emotional development. On
o many days I also see in myself how much my
bstract) knowledge of what should be done far
~tstripsmy motivation or ability to do it.
Note that Gurdjieff uses fakir, monk, and
~gi in specialized ways, so these remarks
odd not necessarily be generalized to all
stems associated with these words.
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For readers interested in keeping up with
current research on dreams, the new publication
"Dream Index" is of interest. With the impres
sive subtitle, "An Interdisciplinary Index to
Oneirological Literature," the Index consists
of monthly bibliographic summaries plus an
annual author and title index.
To illustrate the flavor, thk first five
titles referenced in the February 1985 issue
are: (1) The Nightmare: The Psychology and
Biology of Terrifying Dreams (book); (2) A
mechanism of mania and the chemistry of dreams:
A hypothesis (Southern Medical Journal); (3)
Recovery of early memories associated with
reported dream imagery (American Journal of
Psychiatry); (4) The meaning of dreams: The
need fo a standardized dream report (Psychiatry Re!search); and (5) Ecological constraints
on internal representation: resonant kine matics
of
perceiving,
imagining,
thinking, and
dreaming (Psychological Review).
The index is available from Dream Data, Box
10625, St. Paul, M N 55110 for $60 per year.
l
r

Which Type A m I?
It will be useful to try t o , figure out which
pe you are. Even more useful is to observe
m e l f carefully in a variety of situations
~dsee which kind of evaluation occurs, and
it:; quality.
The ultimate accuracy of the
t~pology is actually not that important: if
these divisions serve as a way of usefully
ganizing your observations of yourself, it
s served its purpose.
The Fourth Way, which Gurdjief f represented,
ms at developing all three brains in a rela~ e l yequal and harmonious fashion. This is
wiously desirable in and of itself, as well
setting the stage for the development of an
~tirelydifferent kind of center for the self
at we call the Master in the parable. We
11 deal with balanced development in future
;ues.
'&I.

A wealth of solid information about parapsychological matters is now available from the
PSI Center at 2 Plane Tree Lane, Dix Hills, N Y
11746. The PSI (Parapsychology Sources of
Information) Center was created by one of today's leading parapsychologists, Rhea White.
To acquaint yourself with the services
available, you should send for three publications: (1) "The PSI Center;" (2) "Primary
Sources of Information on Parapsychology;" and
(3) "Publications Available from the PSI
Center." There is no charge for a single copy
of each of these.
The Center also publishes "Parapsychology
Abstracts
International,"
a
semi-annual
journal, and can conduct specialized literature
searches on its constantly expanding PsiLine
Database Syste

T H E O P E N M I N D
LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS
by Charles T. T a r t
May 7, 1985: "Science and t h e Spiritual."
First Unitarian Church, Kensington, C A. I n f o r
mation from 415 525-0302.
May 11,1985: "Everything you e v e r wanted t o
know about weird stuff but weren't supposed t o
ask: Contemporary Parapsychology." M elia Foundation, 1525 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA 94709,
$35 tuition (preregistered), $45 a t t h e door.
Information from 415 845-6966.
June 13, 1985: Lecture on the Fourth Way,
Reno, NV. Information, J o y Lake Community.
June 14-16, 1985: Weekend, "Introduction t o
t h e Fourth Way." Information from J o y Lake
Community, Box 1328, Reno, NV 89504.
Aug. 9-11, 1985: Weekend, "Introduction t o
t h e Fourth Way."
Information from Esalen
Institute, Big Sur, CA 93920, $230 tuition and
board.
Aug. 17-18, 1985: Weekend, "Introduction t o
Information from Omega
t h e Fourth Way."
Institute, RD2, Box 377, Rhinebeck, N Y 12572.
Sept. 27-29, 19'85: Weekend seminar on
"Waking Up!". Information from Rim Institute,
Scottsdale, A Z , 602 941-7121.
October 25-27, 1985: "Symposium on Issues of
Consciousness and Survival." Washington, D .C.
Information from Symposium, Box 1870, Washington, D.C. 20013.
November 9-10, 1985: Weekend, "Waking Up!"
Information from Openway, Route 3, Box 238,
Charlottesville, VA 22901.
December 21-31, 1985: "A Journey of Mind
and Soul."
Caribbean cruise, led by Charles
T a r t and Arthur Deikman. Information from
Travel Associates, 38 Miller Ave., Mill Valley,
,
CA 94941, 415-383-7200.

Charles T. T a r t
THE OPEN MIND
'0BOX 371
SRRITO, CA 9

ADDRESS CORRECTION
REQUESTED
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The Open Mind is p ~ l l s n e devery other month by P s y c h o ~ o g ~ c
Processes. Inc. PO Box 371. El Cenito. CA 9453
Subscriptions in the U S A are $20.00 per year individual,
$14.00 per year for full time students a t an accredited US
institution of higher learning (enclosed Xerox of current
student ID card when ordering). All foreign subscriptions are
$30.00 per year, and are sent air mail. Back issues may be
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